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Abstract 
Most of the attempts aiming at providing a foundation to the object paradigm 
are based on processes, sometimes with a high degree of success. However, so 
far there is no standard model of objects as processes, thus justifying the ex
ploration of other approaches. As an alternative model for objects behaviour, 
we propose Hidden Abstract Machine, a framework which enriches the hidden 
paradigm (Goguen & Diaconescu 1994, Malcolm & Goguen 1994, Goguen & 
Malcolm 1997) by providing an observational semantic and interaction mech
anisms. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The object paradigm, consisting of specification, programming and refine
ment, in the context of objects, classes, inheritance and concurrency, is the 
most widely used paradigm in software engineering, even though, in spite of 
the huge interest it raises, it still lacks of a standard model. For example, the 
view of objects as processes, even though receives a wide consensus, has not 
reached definitive results. 

A homogeneous integration of static and dynamic aspects of the paradigm is 
intrinsically difficult, but we think the choice of processes as model for objects 
behaviour might not easy the problem. In fact, we realized that by founding 
the approach on so-called Hidden Abstract Machines (HAM), abstract entities 
which encapsulate the state and embody abstract data types, this integration 
becomes relatively easier. 

Roughly speaking, a HAM (or, simply, an abstract machines) can be viewed 
as a black box having a hidden state, displays (i.e., attributes) giving details 
of the state and buttons (i.e., methods) providing services, thus changing the 
state: 
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Figure 1 A graphical representation of a HAM with two attributes and three 
methods. 

The notion of equality of two states is a consequence of their hiddenness: two 
states are equal if and only if they cannot be distinguished by any experiment, 
where an experiment is an execution of a series of methods followed by the 
request of an attribute. 

Interaction between abstract machines is realized by means of a 'button' 
which, once pushed, pushes at the same time buttons of different machines. 
We will see how both synchronous and asynchronous communications can be 
expressed. 

Abstract machines extend the hidden paradigm (Goguen & Diaconescu 
1994, Malcolm & Goguen 1994, Goguen & Malcolm 1997), an algebraic and 
declarative specification framework supporting behavioural equivalence, to the 
extent that they advocate an obseroational semantics, which is obtained by 
combining behavioural semantics with reachability of states. As seen, inter
action mechanisms are also defined. 

In this paper, due to rigid space limits, we may only review the hidden 
paradigm in Section 2 and briefly introduce abstract machines in Section 3. 
In Section 4 we explain interaction of abstract machines only by example, 
without introducing the theory, which can be found in Veglioni (1997). 

A little familiarity with Many-Sorted Algebra (Ehrig & Mahr 1985, Goguen 
1997) can be of help in going through the technicalities of the theory, but is 
not needed to grasp the concepts. 
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2 THE HIDDEN PARADIGM 

One of the underlying concepts of the hidden paradigm is that in specify
ing objects we should distinguish data, visible and immutable, from states, 
hidden and mutable. Therefore, by continuing a long tradition on final al
gebra and behavioural equivalence (Reichel (1981) and Goguen & Meseguer 
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(1982), for example), data-values are dealt with visible sorts and equational 
logic, whereas states are dealt with hidden sorts and behavioural satisfaction. 
Attributes are visible-valued operations that are monadic on states, while 
methods by hidden-valued operations that are monadic on states. Two states 
are (behaviourally) equivalent if all their attributes have same values, and, 
after an application of any sequence of methods, their attributes still have 
same values. 

More formally, if we assume that the data-values D have been decided 
upon, we can also assume that (V, 'li) is a many sorted theory, and D is a 
fixed (V, 'li)-algebra such that for each d E Dv with v E V there is some 
'lj; E 'li[J,v such that 'lj; is interpreted as d in D; for simplicity, we can assume 
that Dv ~ 'li[],v for each v E V. We call (V, 'l.i, D) the UNIVERSE OF DATA 

VALUES. 

Definition 1 A HIDDEN SORTED SIGNATURE (over (V, \}i, D)) is a pair (H, ~), 
where H is a set of hidden sorts, disjoint from V, and ~ is an (HUV)-sorted 
signature, such that: 

- each (J E ~w,s with wE V* and s E V lies in 'liw,s, and 
- each CJ E ~w,s has at most one element of w in H. 

If w E S* contains a hidden sort, then CJ E ~w,s is called a METHOD if s E H 
and an ATTRIBUTE if s E V. Then, call those hidden valued operations with 
no hidden sort in their domain (GENERALIZED) CONSTANTS. 

A HIDDEN SORTED THEORY (or SPECIFICATION) is a tuple (H, ~'E), where 
(H, ~) is a hidden sorted signature and E is a set of ~-equations; we may 
abbreviate this to (~,E) if the context permits. 
D 

The following example may help to clarify this definition. The code uses 
the syntax of OBJ3 (Goguen et al. 1996), where the semantics assumed is 
behavioural semantics, a loose semantics which we will soon explain formally. 

Example 2 A 2-place buffer of natural numbers will have attributes to say 
whether it is empty (empty), whether it is full (full), and which value is in 
first position (val). It will have methods to insert in last position (in) and to 
extract in first position (out). If the buffer is full it will not accept any other 
element. If it is empty the attribute val gives a distinguished value (#). In 
the initial state the buffer is empty. The universe of data-values (DATA) will 
have a sort Bool for the booleans, a sort Nat# for the natural numbers plus 
a distinguished error element, and a (sub-)sort Nat for the natural numbers. 
In the following, == is an OBJ built-in boolean operation, checking (opera
tionally) equality of terms. Notice that the data-universe is an initial algebra. 
This means that we could specify a buffer over whatever computable data 
type (Begstra & Tucker 1987). 
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obj 2BUFF is 
pr DATA . 
sort h . 
op init : -> h . 

op val : h -> Nat# 
op empty : h -> bool 
op full h -> bool . 

op in : h Nat -> h 
op out : h -> h . 

var H : h . var N, N' 

eq val(init) = # . 
eq full(init) = false 

Nat . 

eq empty(H) = val(H) == # 

cq in(H,N) = H if full(H) 
eq val(in(init,N)) = N . 

*** name of the buffer 
*** universe of data-values. 
*** (hidden) sort of states 
*** initial state 

*** at: value of first element 
*** at: is the buffer empty ? 

*** at: is the buffer full ? 

*** me: put an element inside 
*** me: take an element outside 

eq full(in(init,N)) = false *** one el. stored 
cq full(in(H,N)) = true if not empty(H) . 
eq val(in(H,N)) = val(H) if not empty(H) . 

eq out(H) = H if empty(H) 
eq out(in(init,N)) = init 
cq out(in(in(init,N),N')) = in(init,N') . ***2nd-> 1st 

endo 

D 

In order to understand which are the models of 2BUFF, we must formally 
define behavioural satisfaction. As seen, states are behaviourally equivalent if 
they "look the same" under every "experiment". Formally, such an "experi
ment" is given by a context, which is a term of visible sort having one free 
variable of hidden sort. This motivates the following: 

Definition 3 Given a hidden sorted signature (H, E) and an (HUV)-sorted 
set X of variable symbols, then a E-CONTEXT is a visible sorted E-term having 
a single occurrence of a new variable symbol z. Call such a context APPRO- · 
PRIATE for a term t iff the sort oft matches the sort of z, and write c[t] for 
the result of substituting t for z in the context c. We let TE[z] denote the set 
of contexts containing z. 
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A E-algebra A BEHAVIOURALLY SATISFIES a E-equation (\IX) t = t' iff A 
satisfies each equation (VX) c[t] = c[t'] where c is an appropriate E-context; 
in this case, we may write A I= (V X) t = t'. 

Similarly, A BEHAVIOURALLY SATISFIES a conditional equation e of the form 
(VX) t = t' if t1 = tL ... , tm = t~ iff for every interpretation (} : X ~ A, 
we have* ()#(c[t]) = ()#(c[t']) for all appropriate contexts c whenever, for 
j =I, ... ,m, ()#(cj[ti]) = ()#(ci[tj]) for all appropriate contexts ci. As with 
unconditional equations, we write A I= e. 
0 

We have all the ingredients now to make the idea of model precise: 

Definition 4 Given a hidden sorted theory (H, E, E), then a MODEL is a 
E-algebra A such that: 

- Atlll = D, and 
- each equation in E is behaviourally satisfied. 

A model of (H, E, E) is also called a (H, E, E)-ALGEBRA, a HIDDEN (E, E)
ALGEBRA, or even (E, E)-algebra if the behavioural context is clear. A E
algebra that satisfies the first condition is called a (H, E)-ALGEBRA, or a 
HIDDEN E-ALGEBRA. A HIDDEN E-HOMOMORPHISM is a E-homomorphism 
being an identity on visible carriers. 
0 

Notice that models of a hidden theory can be significantly different be
cause, in a sense, they are constrained only the minimum necessary (in fact, 
their behaviour is constrained). For example, the equation out(H) = H if 
empty (H) does not constrain ini t and out ( ini t) to be equal in all models, 
but only to appear the same under all experiments. In fact a history model, 
which is a model keeping complete history of interactions, thus distinguishing 
all states, is always allowed. This gives a high degree of abstraction to hidden 
theories. 

Contrary to the visible case, a hidden theory may have no models. For 
example, if we add the equation empty(init) = false to 2BUFF, then we 
can prove that true = false which is in contrast with the first condition of 
Definition 4. Therefore, the theory would have no models. 

Definition 5 A hidden theory is CONSISTENT iff it has at least one model. 
0 

The equation empty(init) = true in 2BUFF constrains the initial state to 
be empty, but sometimes, we can even leave a state completely unconstrained. 

*Here, 9# is the unique E-homomorphic extension of 8. 
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For example, if we do not know, at the moment of writing 2BUFF, how is the 
initial state, we leave ini t unconstrained. We will see how this is related to 
non determinism (see Section 3.1). 

Definition 6 A CONSTRAINT is a visible equation with at least a term (not 
in the condition) having a hidden subterm. 
0 

Notice that a state may be constrained by several equations, and that deter
mining whether a set of constraints has a solution may be arbitrary difficult, 
even unsolvable. Therefore, also determining whether a hidden theory is con
sistent may be arbitrary difficult. 

Proving behavioural equivalence requires, in general, context induction, 
which may be very awkward sometimes, but Malcolm and Goguen (Malcolm 
& Goguen 1994, Goguen & Malcolm 1997) have recently defined a power
ful coinduction technique which neatly reduces the number of contexts to be 
checked and significatively simplify proofs. This result is based on the fact 
that behavioural equivalence is the greatest congruence (in much the same 
way as bisimilarity is the greatest bisimulation). 

3 HIDDEN ABSTRACT MACHINES 

In our opinion, hidden specifications do not really capture the notion of states, 
but rather the notion of hidden data. We believe, in fact, that states are 
reachable, i.e., they have been generated, thus having an origin. To this extent, 
streams (infinite lists) are not states because they do not have an origin and 
should be better defined as hidden data-values. Another crucial aspect in 
the specification of a state space is that models must consist of reachable 
entities, or equivalently, may contain unreachable entities, but then, they must 
all be considered as equivalent (because unobservable). This would allow to 
consider 2BUFF (Example 2) equivalent to the same specification but with 
eq out ( ini t) = ini t instead of ceq out (H) = H if empty (H). This is 
the very notion of observational equivalence, modeling indistinguishability, 
and this is why behavioural equivalence is not observational. 

Hidden Abstract Machines model states by considering particular hidden 
specifications, and by combining behavioural equivalence with reachability, 
thus bringing the hidden paradigm closer to the automata tradition and to 
coalgebraic approaches like Jacobs (1996). 

Definition 7 A (HIDDEN) ABSTRACT MACHINE- (H)AM- is a hidden
sorted theory (E, E) with only one hidden sort h and a hidden constant 
init :~ h, representing the initial state. Furthermore, every hidden constant, 
c :~ h, must be init-reachable: the equation (V0) c = t must be in E, where 
t is a h-sorted ground term not-containing hidden-constants other than init. 
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Also parametric states, p(V1, ... , Vn), where p: VI···vn ~ h, must be init
reachable: the equation (V{V1:v1,···• Vn:vn}) p(V1, ... , Vn) = t must be in E, 
where t is a term not-containing hidden constants other than init. 
D 

It might be necessary to remark that, differently from processes, HAM 
are purely reactive: they continuously need stimuli from the environment to 
provide services. 

As told, observational equivalence for states in abstract machines is ob
tained by combining behavioural equivalence with reachability of states: those 
hidden algebras whose reachable part verifies the specification must be con
sidered as models. 

We recall that: 

Definition 8 An element a E As of a E-algebra A is REACHABLE iff 3 t E 

TE,s such that tA = a; otherwise it is UNREACHABLE. The REACHABLE SUB

ALGEBRA rA OF A consists of the carriers of A without unreachable elements, 
and the operations of A restricted to r A. 
D 

Notice that, in the context of abstract machines, reachability becomes init
reachability, thus capturing the automata notion of reachability. 

Definition 9 Given a hidden signature E and a hidden E-algebra A, then 
OBSERVATIONAL-EQUIVALENCE on A, denoted :::0, is defined as follows, for 
a, a' E A 8 : 

- a=? a' iff CA(a) = cA(a'), for all contexts c 

- a=? a' 

when both a and a' 
are reachable 
otherwise. 

Notice that when s is a visible sort then a ::0 a' iff a = a'. 
D 

Definition 10 A hidden E-algebra A OBSERVATIONALLY SATISFIES a (con
ditional) E-equation e of the form (VX) t = t' if t1 = t~, ... , tm = t~, written 
A F=0 e, iff for every interpretation(}: X~ A, we have (J#(t)A =0 (J#(t')A 
whenever, for j = 1, ... ,m, (J#(t;)A ::0 (J#(tj)A· 

Given an abstract machine M = (E, E), a hidden E-algebra A is a (HIDDEN) 

CONCRETE MACHINE of M iff A F=0 E. 
Homomorphisms between concrete machines are hidden homomorphisms. 

D 

This definition models precisely the fact that concrete machines are those 
hidden algebras whose reachable part behaviourally satisfies the theory: 
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Proposition 11 Given a hidden theory (:E, E) and a :E-model A then A ~0 
E iff* rA ~E. 
0 

For observational equivalence a coinduction technique has been defined 
(Veglioni 1997). 

Let us see now how a coffee dispenser can be specified with an abstract 
machine. This example shows how to express "non availability" of services in 
some states, typical of process algebra: 

Example 12 A coffee dispenser is a vending machine having attributes giv
ing the number of coins inserted by the last client (money), the quantity of 
coffee available (level) and the total amount of money stored (amount); and 
methods to insert a coin (coin), to get a coffee (coffee), to fill in the coffee 
container (fill) and to collect all coins stored (collect). Only one coin is 
needed to get a coffee; and if there is no coffee available or the client has 
already inserted a coin (without getting a coffee) a coin is not accepted. The 
procedure of inserting a coin - getting a coffee cannot be interrupted, i.e., 
after having inserted a coin no service can be provided except that of giving 
a coffee. In the initial state the machine is empty. 

obj COFFEEDIS is 
pr NAT . 

sort h . 
op init : -> h . 

op money : h -> Nat 
op amount : h -> Nat . 
op level : h -> Nat 

op coin : h -> h . 
op coffee : h -> h 
op collect : h -> h 
op fill h -> h . 

var H : h . var N : Nat . 

eq money(init) = 0 . 
eq amount(init) = 0 . 
eq level(init) = 0 . 

*** defn of init 

*This proposition does not hold if E contains a conditional equation in which a quantified 
variable does not actually occur. However, this is not a restriction, because it is already 
required by term-rewriting. 
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*** defn of coin(H) 
eq coin(H) = H if level(H) == 0 or money(H) == 1 
cq money(coin(H)) = 1 if level(H) > 0 . 
eq amount(coin(H)) = amount(H) 
eq level(coin(H)) = level(H) 

*** defn of coffee(H) 
cq coffee(H) = H if money(H) 0 . 
eq money(coffee(H)) = 0 . 
cq amount(coffee(H)) = amount(H) + 1 if money(H) == 1 . 
cq level(coffee(H)) = level(H) - 1 if money(H) == 1 . 

*** defn of collect(H) 
cq collect(H) = H if money(H) == 1 
cq amount(collect(H)) = 0 if money(H) 0 . 
eq money(collect(H)) money(H) 
eq level(collect(H)) = level(H) 

*** defn of fill(H) 
cq fill(H) = H if money(H) == 1 
cq level(fill(H)) = 50 if money(H) == 0 . 
eq money(fill(H)) = money(H) . 
eq amount(fill(H)) = amount(H) . 

endo . 
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Fourth axiom says that if there is no coffee in the machine or a coin has just 
been inserted, no coin is accepted (inserting a coin does not change the state), 
i.e., the service is not available, or in a process algebra terminology, the action 
coin cannot be performed. 
D 

After having explained how to express non availability of services, here is 
the straightforward definition of a terminal state: 

Definition 13 A state s E TE,h of an abstract machine M = (~,E) is TER

MINAL iff for all methods m of~ we have: M ~0 m(s) = s. 
D 

3.1 Non-determinism 

Non-determinism in the hidden paradigm is underspecification, and is faithful 
to software engineering practice of system development to the extent that all 
functions in a program are deterministic, but at a given stage of development 
there may still be many programs that can satisfy a given specification. This 
form of non-determinism is appropriate with refinement. 
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Definition 14 Given an abstract machine (:E, E), a ground hidden :E-term 
s (a state) is SPECIFIED iff for every attribute a (of appropriate sort), there 
exists exactly one (dE D) such that E F=0 a(s) = d. It is UNDERSPECIFIED 

iff for some attribute a there is nod such that E F= 0 a(s) =d. 
0 

Definition 15 A consistent abstract machine (:E, E) is DETERMINISTIC if ev
ery state s E TE,h is specified; otherwise, it is NON-DETERMINISTIC. 

0 

COFFEEDIS is deterministic because all states are specified, but at an earlier 
stage of its development, the size of the coffee container could not be known, 
so neither the value of level( fill (ini t)) for example. This does not mean 
that it could take more than one value in a given model because each model is 
deterministic and will assign a particular value (of sort Nat) to an undefined 
state. At a later stage more information could be known: for example that its 
capacity was less than 100. This could be expressed by inserting the constraint 
level(fill(init)) < 100. It can be shown that adding this constraint, and 
then the constraint level (fill ( ini t)) = 50 gives rise to two refinements 
(refinement for HAM is addressed in Veglioni (1997)). 

Non-determinism in abstract machines also resembles that in constraint 
programming: a specification describes the states that an object could possi
bly have, but what states actually occur is co-determined with other objects 
through their interaction. For example a buffer X can receive whatever nat
ural number between 1 and 5, but if the input is linked with the output 
of another buffer Y which only accepts even natural numbers, than X may 
actually receive only 2 and 4. Interaction is addressed in the following section. 

Lemma 16 Given a deterministic abstract machine M = (:E, E) and a homo
morphism between two concrete machines h : A -t B, we have that A F= 0 e 
iff B F= 0 e for all (conditional) :E-equations e. 
0 

This theorem shows the aimed result that a deterministic abstract machine 
denotes a class of observationally equivalent models (though they can be sig
nificantly different, as seen). 

We show now how internal choice can be expressed with underspecification: 

Example 17 Let us consider an abstract machine having two methods: 
op p : h -> h . *** a method (i.e. an action) 
op q : h -> h . *** a method (i.e. an action) 

If we add an operation (in in-fix notation), an attribute and two axioms: 
op _ or _ : h h -> h . *** internal choice 
op left? : h -> bool . *** underspecified attribute 
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ceq p(H) or q(H) = p(H) if left?(H) . 
ceq p(H) or q(H) = q(H) if not left?(H) 

287 

we perfectly express internal choice. In particular, every model will assign a 
boolean value to left? (H) for all states H. Different (deterministic !) models 
may assign different values, thus realizing different choices. Notice that the 
choice of executing p or q in a particular state is made by the models and does 
not appear at the specification level. This is the very notion of internal choice. 
The non-atomicity of _ or _ ( cfr. Definition 1) can be accepted because the 
operation is derived (Veglioni 1997). 
D 

This gives us confidence that the hidden paradigm is not less expressive 
than process algebras. A comparative study will appear soon. 

4 COMPOSITION OF ABSTRACT MACHINES 

In the specification of distributed systems we need to compose the specifica
tions of components. So far we have seen how to specify single components 
as abstract machines, now we see how to compose abstract machines. Unfor
tunately, there is no room here to show the theory underlying composition 
(which can be found in Veglioni (1997)), therefore we try to present all the 
concepts by means of examples. 

In general, there are two kinds of composition: a composition in which 
components do not interact, which we call Independent Composition, and a 
composition in which the components interact somehow, which we call Inter
active Composition. 

Intuitively, if two abstract machines which do not interact are composed, 
they should be regarded as a unique machine, having the union of their at
tributes and methods: 

Its behaviour should be the product of the two behaviours, that is, if 8 1 

and 82 are the current states of two machines M1 and M2, then the current 
state of their composition is 8 = (81, 82). And if a1 and m1 are respectively 
an attribute and a method of M1 , we will have: m1(8) = (m(81), 8 2 ) and 
a 1 (8) = a 1 (81) (symmetrically for M2). This expresses non-interference of the 
two machines. 
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These two abstract machines interact if to their composition we add a "but
ton" which, when pushed, pushes at the same time buttons of different ma
chines: 

In this case s is an interaction method which establishes a communica
tion line between M1 and M2 through m 1 and m 2 . In principle, s realizes 
asynchronous communications because its execution does not depend on the 
availability of m1 and m2 

However, a synchronous connection can be realized if the specification of s 
is as follows: 

s(H) = m1(m2(H)) if "both m 1 and m2 are available" 
s(H) = H if "at least one is not available" 

The alternating bit protocol can be specified (Veglioni 1997) without explic
itly build the channels, by defining asynchronous lossy interaction methods in 
a way like that below, where T RAN is the interaction method which transmits 
a message from the sender to the receiver. The message can be lost, received 
or duplicated. send (respectively rec) is the method in the sender (receiver) 
to send (receive) the message. The attribute choice is an underspecified at
tribute (cfr. Example 17) which may return 0 (the message is lost), 1 (the 
message is received) and 2 (the message is duplicated). 

T RAN(H) = send( H) if choice(H) = 0 
TRAN(H) = rec(send(H)) if choice(H) = 1 
TRAN(H) = rec(rec(send(H))) if choice(H) = 2 

In a similar way the lossy transmission of acknowledgements can be realized. 
Notice that interaction can be generalized to more than two machines. 

Notice also that methods forming a synchronization can still be executed 
separately (for example to form new synchronizations). 

The simplicity of this interaction method gives us many advantages, such as 
distributivity of proofs (Veglioni 1997), with relevant computational benefits. 
We believe it is powerful enough as to express a broad class of interactive 
aspects of distributed systems. 
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4.1 Example of Independent Composition 

Let us define two buffers of capacity one following same principles used for 
2BUFF: 

obj 1BUFF1 is 
pr DATA • 
sort h . 
op init -> h 

op vall h -> Nat# 
op empty! : h -> bool 
op in1 : -> h Nat -> 
op out1 h -> h 

h. 

var H : h . var N Nat . 

eq val1(init) = # 
eq empty1(H) = val1(H) == # . 
cq in1(H,N) = H if empty1(H) 
eq val1(in1(init,N)) = N . 
eq out1(init) = init . 
eq out1(in(init,N)) = init 

en do 

Let 1BUFF2 be like 1BUFF1 with 1 everywhere replaced by 2. 
Their independent composition 1BUFF111BUFF2 will be a two-position buffer 

with in1, out1, vall and empty! to, respectively, insert, extract, read and 
check in one position, and with in2, out2, val2 and empty2 to operate in 
the other position. The initial state ini t represents the empty two-position 
buffer. 1BUFF111BUFF2 will consist of the union of the two signatures: 

obj 1BUFF111BUFF2 is 
pr DATA • 
sort h . 
op init : -> h . 

op vall, val2 : h -> Nat# . 
op empty!, empty2 : h -> bool 
op in1, in2 : -> h Nat -> h . 
op out1, out2 : h -> h . 

and the union of their axioms, plus the following ones expressing independence 
of attributes and methods: 
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var H : h . vars N, N' : Nat 

eq val1(in2(H,N)) val1(H) *** methods do not 
eq val2(in1(H,N)) val2(H) *** interfere with 
eq empty1(in2(H,N)) empty1(H) *** attributes of 
eq empty2(in1(H,N)) = empty2(H) *** other machines 

eq in1(out2(H),N) = out2(in1(H,N)) *** methods of 
eq in2(out1(H),N) = out1(in2(H,N)) *** different 
eq in1(in2(H,N),N') = in2(in1(H,N'),N) *** machines 
eq out1(out2(H)) = out2(out1(H)) *** commute 

en do 

Notice that the independent composition of abstract machines is an abstract 
machine. For example, it has only one hidden sort and an initial state. 

This construction is profoundly inspired by Independent Sum (Goguen & 
Diaconescu 1994), where the main difference is that we use vertical signature 
morphisms instead of hidden ones (Veglioni 1997), which concern encapsula
tion and are not appropriate to express composition in general. 

4.2 Example of Interactive Composition 

A sender-receiver: 

__E!_ISENI trans IREC~~ 

can be build as an interactive composition of 1BUFF1 (sender) and 1BUFF2 
(receiver), where in1 is in; out2 is out, and in2-out1 forms the interaction 
trans: 

obj SEN-REC is 
pr 1BUFF111BUFF2 

op trans : h -> h . *** interaction method 

var H : h . 

cq trans(H) 
cq trans(H) 

en do 

in2(out1(H),val1(H)) if empty2(H) . 
H if not empty2(H) . 

Here, trans extracts the value stored in the sender (val1(H)), and trans-
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mits it to the receiver, thus forming an interaction. Notice that the value is 
not transmitted if the receiver is not empty, because, otherwise, the value 
stored in the receiver would be lost before being extracted. It can be shown 
(Veglioni 1997) that SEN-REC is correct, that is, it implements a buffer of ca
pacity 2 (2BUFF), where the methods in the buffer to insert and to extract 
are, respectively, trans; in, and out; trans, where _; _ expresses sequential 
execution. 

Notice that process algebras generally involve 'silent' actions to specify a 
sender-receiver. 

In Veglioni (1997) we show that both independent composition and interac
tive composition cannot generate inconsistency. This means that composing 
abstract machines is safe. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we support the view of "objects as abstract machines" rather 
the "objects as processes", and hope to have given evidence of its feasibility. 

This hope is based on the fact that abstract machines are reactive entities 
which directly embody (abstract) data types and encapsulate states. States, 
in fact can be observed only by means of attributes, and can be changed only 
by using methods. An observational semantics for states is given: two states 
are equivalent iff their difference cannot be observed with any experiment (a 
series of methods followed by the observation of attributes). 

Formally, this is realized within the hidden paradigm (Goguen & Diaconescu 
1994, Malcolm & Goguen 1994, Goguen & Malcolm 1997), by using a re
stricted class of hidden specifications, and by combining behavioural equiva
lence with reachability of states. 

In this paper we also show how simple but powerful interaction mechanisms 
can be defined for abstract machines, thus modeling interaction of components 
(objects) of a distributed system. In particular, we have seen how internal 
non-determinism and silent actions are intrinsic in this framework. 

One of the main advantages of the view of objects as abstract machines, is 
the abstractness of specifications and effectiveness of proof techniques, besides 
that of having a very precise formal semantics. 

All the theory underlying abstract machines, together with a coinduction 
proof technique, a formalization of refinement, and the specification of the 
Alternating Bit Protocol, can be found in Veglioni (1997), which also shows 
that in many cases proving global properties of abstract machines can be 
reduced to proving a number of local properties, with relevant advantages. 

We wish to understand more deeply the relations holding between abstract 
machines and process algebra. We think to be able to encode process algebra 
within the hidden paradigm. In doing this we probably need to use Het
erogeneous Unified Algebras (Veglioni & Parisi-Presicce 1997) as universe of 
data-values, in order to express bounded non-determinism. 
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